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Abstract. This paper presents and validates a non-linear image registration
method driven by points and curved landmarks using implicit representation.
This approach produces smooth one-to-one mappings between topologically
equivalent images by constraining the transformations to adhere to continuum
mechanical laws. In this paper, the elastic operator is used for fast computation
when only small deformation is needed. For large deformation, the same
strategy is coupled with the method of infinite dimensional group actions to
generate highly non-linear diffeomorphic maps. We applied this method to
register brain magnetic resonance images in a flattened parameter space, and
visualize sulcal variability by pulling back the mapping to 3D. Results show
accurate registration of MRI images using delineated sulcal landmarks, while
relaxing the registration field along the sulcal lines.

I. Introduction
Image registration is an integral part of many areas of medical imaging such as
functional and anatomic brain mapping, image guided surgery, computational
anatomy, and multimodality image combination. The role of image registration in
these applications is to find a correspondence map between image data sets. The
transformation that defines the correspondence map between the images should be
diffeomorphic, to preserve the topology. Image registration typically uses image
intensity information, or landmarks in the form of points, curves, and surfaces to
determine the correspondence mapping between two images. A combination of
different types of information such as intensity and curvature profiles is helpful in
the landmark registration process especially in applications such as cortical surface
registration [1]. Currently, different formulations make landmark constraints difficult
to combine with other constraints that may significantly improve the image
registration process.
This paper validates and generalizes our previous results [2] and applies them to
brain images. We formulate nonlinear image registration driven by landmark points
and curves in 2D and 3D using an implicit level set representation. This level set
representation avoids the numerical complexities associated with computing flow
equations and differentiating quantities on parameterized surfaces as in [3]. When

anatomical features are represented as parametric curves [3, 4], it is very intricate to
integrate intensity or curvature information into the landmark matching paradigm.
Our proposed algorithm also avoids explicit point matching strategies such as the
thin-plate spline registration method [5, 6], which is also difficult to integrate with
other optimization constraints. By representing points and curves with implicit
functions, our cost function simply has additive terms that can be appended to the
intensity constraints.

II. Methods
The image registration paradigm consists of finding a transformation h that maps a
source image S (x) to a target image T (x) . The image registration problem can be
stated as follows: Estimate the transformation h , such that h maps S (x) to T (x)
subject to the joint constraint C=L+R, where L is a landmark constraint, and R is a
regularizing constraint. The transformation h( x) = x − u ( x) is often represented in
terms of the displacement field u .
For a complete discussion of how to formulate landmark constraint using implicit
representations for different types of 2D and 3D landmarks, please refer to [7]. Here
we summarize the representation of an open curve C in 2D: we extend curve C into a
closed curve as in [8], represented by the zero level set of a function 1, and intersect
it at the endpoints of curve C with another closed curve represented by the zero level
set of another function 2. The open curve C can be written as
C = { x | ϕ1 ( x) = 0, ϕ 2 ( x) > 0}

(1)

Given two open curves C and C ' in 2D, represented by level set functions 1 , 2
and 1 , 2 respectively, with unsigned distance functions D (x) and D (x) to the
corresponding open curve, the cost function is the following, which evaluates the
line integral along the two curves weighted by the other curve’s distance function:
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Here, Dφ = Dφ ( x − u) , φ1 = φ1 ( x − u ) , φ 2 = φ2 ( x − u ) , etc.
This cost function has the following partial derivatives
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where δ1 = δ (φ1 ) , δ 2 = δ (φ 2 ) , and H 2 = H (φ 2 ) .
The body force that drives the minimization of equation (2) is then simply
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Now let us describe the implicit representation for point landmarks. Let
~

φ1 ,φ2 ,ψ 1 ,ψ 2 be level set functions as before in 2D. Let the points Piφ represent the
ψ
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intersections of the level set functions φ1 and φ2 , and similarly for Pi . Let Dφ be
~

the distance function to the points Piφ and similarly for Dψ . Then point matching
with implicit representation can be summarized as solving for the field u that
minimizes the following functional
min
u
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As before we need the partial derivatives of this cost function to perform gradient
descent
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Minimizing the cost function is not sufficient to ensure that the resulting
transform is diffeomorphic. In this paper we used two different regularizers, namely,
the method of infinite dimensional group actions as described in [7, 9] and the linear
elastic constraint following the method in [10], which allows fast computation under
the assumption of small deformation.
For the numerical implementation of the infinite-dimensional group actions, refer
to [9] [7]. The implementation of the linear elastic operator follows the methods in
[10] by representing the displacement field u using its Fourier series expansion. The

Fourier coefficients are then optimized using gradient descent, driven by the
corresponding body force in the frequency domain
~

u (u , v ) =

1
N
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(7)

u ( x, y )e − i 2π ( ux + vy) / N

x =0 y =0

III. Results and Discussion
III. A. Point matching and curve matching
To validate the proposed point and curve matching on anatomical test data, the
central sulcus of an individual subject in a 2D cortical parameter space (see Figure 4)
was matched to the average central sulcus for a population of 31 subjects. The
computation was run on the unit square discretized to a 128 by 128 grid, for a total of
1500 iterations. In Figure 1A, the matching is achieved by point matching with the
curve discretized to 50 points. In Figure 1B, the method of whole curve matching is
used, i.e. the curve is represented not as a set of points, but as a single implicit
function. Both methods yield accurate matches. The mean error in 1A between the
corresponding 50 pairs of discretized points sulcus is 0.404 pixels with a standard
deviation of 0.303. The maximum error is found at the end points of the sulci, where
the largest displacement is needed to match the curves (see Figure 1A). For the
whole curve matching, we measure the error of misregistration by evaluating the
distance function of the individual curve at the positions of the 50 discretized points
of the average curve under the transformation. The mean error is 0.232 pixels with a
standard deviation of 0.217. In both cases, misregistration occurs at sharp turns and
also the lower end of the curve where large deformation is needed.
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Fig. 1. Central Sulcus matching: ( ) Warped central sulcus of an individual, (ο) Average
central sulcus, (∗) Individual central sulcus. (A) Point matching (B) Curve matching (C) Point
matching deformation grid (D) Curve matching deformation grid.

The deformation fields in Figures 1C and 1D show that the two transformations,
although different, remain smooth. However, the transformation with a curve-based
representation has a more relaxed grid with an elastic energy of 98.68, compared
with 160.29 from the point-wise representation. At the lower endpoint of the curve
(Figure 2), the point alignment of the curves relaxes along the curve when the curve
is represented as a single implicit function. Notice that in 2B, the same number of
points cover a larger length of the warped curve than in 2A. This is why we obtain a
lower elastic energy in Figure 1D.
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Fig. 2. The positions of the lowest 10 points before and after mapping is shown to illustrate
relaxation along the landmark curve: ( ) Warped central sulcus from an individual, (ο
ο)
Average central sulcus, (∗
∗) Individual central sulcus. (Left Panel) Point matching; (Right
Panel) Curve matching.


The left panel of Figure 3 plots the determinant of the Jacobian of the
transformation along the average curve, and right panel shows the projection of the
Jacobian along the direction of the curve, thus illustrates the exact length

stretch/compression factor along the curve. The stretch is highly non-uniform:
maximum values occur at the lower end of the curve, consistent with previous
observation. This figure illustrates that the uniform speed assumption, which
underlies most methods for point-wise curve matching, does not hold if the curve is
considered as a whole.
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Fig. 3. (Left Panel) Jacobian determinant of the transformation in 1D along the average sulcal
curve; (Right Panel) The projection of the Jacobian onto the tangent of the average curve

III.B. Brain mapping application
A set of nine sulcal lines were manually traced on 3D surface models extracted
from a set of 31 individual MRI images. The sulcal lines correspond to the central
sulcus, post-central sulcus, pre-central sulcus, Sylvian fissure, olfactory sulcus,
olfactory control line, middle superior frontal sulcus, primary intermediate sulcus,
and collateral sulcus as described in [11-13]. Cortical flat maps of 256x256 pixels
and average flattened sulcal curves (discretized into 100 points) were created as in
[14]. This process results in a mapping from the cortical surface in the 3D MRI
image to the flat map. The sulcal lines and flat maps are shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. (Left Panels) Sulcal delineation; (Right Panel) Flat map with the delineated sulci
superimposed.

As seen in Figure 5 (left panel), when we superimpose the average sulcal lines on
the flattened cortical map from an individual, the average sulcal lines do not match
the sulcal features on the flat map. Therefore, for each individual, a deformation field

was created by warping the nine sulcal lines from each individual to match the
average set of sulcal lines. This deformation is applied to a grid in Figure 5 (right
panel). Then, the deformation is applied to each individual cortical flat map (middle
panel). Now, notice that the superimposed average sulcal lines match up with the
cortical features in the individual flat map.

Fig. 5. (Left Panel) Average sulcal curves superimposed on the flattened MRI image of an
individual subject. Notice that the average sulcal lines do not match the sulci in the flat map.
(Middle Panel) Average sulcal curves superimposed on the individual flat map after the
deformation field is applied. (Right Panel) The deformation grid that matches the two sets of
sulcal curves is superimposed on the deformed individual flat map.

Fig. 6. Cortical variability map. The anatomic variability at each point is color coded as the
root mean square magnitude of the 3D displacement vectors assigned to each point in the
surface maps from individual to average [4].

A total of 4 subjects were analyzed using this method and the registration of 2D
cortical features was used to induce a cortical surface correspondence in 3D [4]. Fig.
6 shows sulcal pattern variability across four individuals after an affine alignment of
the individual MRIs: note the areas with greatest variability, in this sample, are the
temporal and parietal lobes.
In this paper, we have shown that a level set representation of landmarks can be
used to create diffeomorphic non-linear image registration transformations. These
transformations yield accurate registrations of landmarks expressed as points or
curves. We demonstrated that these implicitly represented curves can drive the

registration of cortical surfaces and in turn create sulcal variability maps.
In
conclusion, the proposed method is promising for multimodality data fusion, shape
analysis, and many other registration applications as it can straightforwardly
combine multiple cost functions as constraints in a computationally tractable way.
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